Lorne Kelton, M.Ed., Testimonials
“Lorne Kelton exceeded our expectations in developing a workshop geared to improving the
effectiveness of our delegates’ role in the workplace. Practical, knowledgeable, interesting and a hint
of humour enabled Lorne to deliver the message applicable to our event and our audience – highly
recommended!” – Anita Nenadovich, President, Independent Association of Support Staff of the Lester B.
Pearson School Board

“I have had the pleasure of working with Lorne in context of his expertise on facilitation and delivery of
messaging related to sales effectiveness and client management. His extraordinary ability to engage
a broad range of audiences, and capture the essence of the learning in a fun and energetic way, have
made a mark with his audiences and earned him extensive repeat business and extended
engagements. I've enjoyed learning from him, and benefiting the teams I've worked with by having his
skills brought to their learning situations as well.” – Yvonne Thevenot, Vice-President, CIBC
“In his role as the Director of Learning at Thomas Cook, Lorne managed and implemented
exceptional real-world learning and coaching programs to the front line employees and management.
Through the delivery of the customized training and coaching initiatives and his ability to integrate
those initiatives into the larger performance management system, he achieved a measurable return
on investment on the key performance indicators for the company. By applying his unique
consultative approach and excellent interpersonal effectiveness, he also played a key role in
improving the operational efficiencies and cultural landscape of Thomas Cook. He was very influential
in building sustainable, client-centric partnerships. Lorne is extremely competent, dedicated, always
engaged in his projects, and an absolute pleasure to work with! - Tina Lombardo, Director, Artisan
Consulting Services

"What can you say about a person who is the best in his field? Some words that come to
mind...awesome, clear and concise, embracing, great speaker, passionate for his work, a great
observer..but the two words that stand out the most when I think of Lorne are - "in perpetuity". Lorne's
way of accurately explaining things and adding a touch of humor keeps his audience engaged and
absorbed in what he has to say, a skill that he has mastered! My greatest desire? Work with Lorne
again." – Manon Blouin, Vice-President & General Manager, Thomas Cook Canada
"Lorne Kelton is the consummate professional. I had the pleasure of knowing Lorne during his tenure
as President of CAPS Vancouver. His leadership style was engaging and his speaking and business
prowess highly respected. He displays a genuine caring for his clientele and colleagues." – Michelle
Ray, Leadership Strategist, Author, and International Speaker

Lorne’s Critical Thinking Book Testimonials:

“A Gem of a book with an interesting narrative that provides a clear, concise approach to the
application of critical thinking and the decision-making process. Easy to implement at any managerial
level” – Michael Friisdahl, CEO, Thomas Cook North America
“Kelton and Ireland have crafted a very readable and quite useful book that brings us back to the
realization that the quality of one’s thought process is one of the fundamentals for success in any
managerial endeavour. It’s essential reading for anyone who wants to improve the quality of their
professional relationships” – Steve Matyas, President, Staples Business Depot
“Once in a while a book comes along that challenges traditional thinking. Kelton and Ireland’s thought
leadership provides insight into what it means to be an effective manager” – Stephen Yap, Managing
Director, Orion Consulting, Singapore

To learn more about how Lorne can help your organization achieve performance breakthroughs,
please send him an email at: lorne@thinkshift.com. or call: 514.758.2239. You can also visit him at:
www.thinkshift.com or www.go-iframe.com or on the ThinkShift YouTube Channel.

